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‘BLUNDERING BRUTUSES’: MICHAEL 
FIELD, NONCONFORMISM, AND THE 

POLITICS OF SOCIAL PURITY
Alex Murray*,

Abstract 

This article explores the contexts of nonconformism and social purity that 
underpin Michael Field’s (Katharine Bradley and Edith Cooper) verse drama 
Brutus Ultor (1886). Based on new archival research, the article explores 
Bradley’s role in the Ladies National Association for the Repeal of the 
Contagious Diseases Act and argues that the play is a complex commentary 
on the social purity movement and, in particular, on W.T. Stead’s campaigning 
journalism. More broadly, the article argues for the importance of Michael 
Field’s nonconformist background in the development of their oeuvre.

Keywords: Nonconformism, Michael Field, Social Purity, Decadence, Aestheticism.

I. INTRODUCTION

In October 1885 Edith Cooper was staying with her sister Amy at the seaside 
village of Blue Anchor in Somerset. She was furiously at work on what was 
to become the third book of Michael Field’s verse dramas, and the first to be 
published as a single volume, Brutus Ultor (1886). She wrote to her aunt and 
partner Katharine Bradley, with whom she comprised the persona Michael 
Field: ‘Brutus is to me all in all—an influence that is not to be put by—my 
one aim and divine task.’1 We might ask how writing a play about the brutal 
rape of Lucretia by Sextus Tarquinius, which set in train the events that lead 
to the beginning of the Roman Republic, might have been a divine task? 
The clue, however, lies in the idea that Brutus is ‘all in all’, with its echoes of 
1 Corinthians 15:28 (‘Now when all things are made subject to Him, then the 
Son Himself will also be subject to Him who put all things under Him, that 
God may be all in all’). Brutus’ actions, no matter how much they are based 
on the very un-Christian desire for revenge, reveal (in this case negatively) 
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230 MURRAY

the divine working of God. But the problem of the ‘divine’ nature of revenge 
also had a more immediate contemporary resonance. In 1883 the two women 
had been involved in campaigns to repeal the Contagious Diseases Acts, but 
in the summer and autumn of 1885 a contemporary Brutus had set himself on 
wreaking revenge against sexual violence and injustice in such a manner that 
raised a series of ethical and spiritual dilemmas. The son of a Congregationalist 
minister, W.T. Stead’s blistering attack on the social system that accepted, even 
facilitated, child prostitution and sex trafficking, and his subsequent trial and 
imprisonment for breaking the law to produce his exposé, led Michael Field to 
interrogate the politics and ethics of social purity.

Scholarship on the verse dramas of Michael Field, while currently under-
going a marked increase, still lags some way behind that on their lyric poetry, 
or life writing. Criticism of Brutus Ultor is limited to a single excellent essay 
by Sharon Bickle, in which she argues that the play ‘can be read as a kind of 
manifesto defending women’s right to engage in political agitation’.2 Bickle 
connects the play to Bradley’s and Cooper’s investments in progressive political 
causes during the mid-1880s, demonstrating persuasively that their concerns 
with gender equality are central to the play and suggesting it should be read as 
an early New Woman text that attempts to transcend the gendered readership 
which often characterised such work. I am thoroughly indebted to Bickle’s 
reading, and my article attempts to develop, enrich, but also complicate her 
argument by examining a range of hitherto-unexplored archival materials that 
give us a clearer sense of the precise contexts in which Bradley and Cooper 
wrote the play. I argue that the interest Bradley and Cooper had in politics and 
law needs to be read as a response to a particularly nonconformist tradition 
of social justice that Stead represented, and in which they were both engaged. 
If Stead is, as I maintain, chief among the ‘blundering Brutuses’ of the 1880s, 
it suggests the play should be read as a pointed critique of attempts to break 
the law in order to protect the innocent. Ultimately, I suggest, the play asks its 
readers—via allusions to St Augustine—to think not about the profane law of 
the City of Man, but of the higher law of the City of God. More broadly, I sug-
gest that it is important when examining the centrality of religion in Michael 
Field’s oeuvre to read their radical social politics of the 1880s as a product of 
nonconforming religion, rather than treat those works as a prelude to their 
more ‘Decadent’ phase of the 1890s or neglect it altogether in favour of focus-
sing on their later conversion to Roman Catholicism.

II.  THE POLITICS OF SOCIAL PURITY

The centrality of religion in Michael Field’s life and works has been well-doc-
umented. Yet, like that of most Decadent and aestheticist writers, scholarship 
has tended to focus on their turn to Roman Catholicism rather than their early 
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 BLUNDERING BRUTUSES 231

religious faith. In 1907 the two women converted to Rome as they attempted 
to negotiate complex grief after the death of their beloved dog, Whym Chow. 
Never known to do things by halves, Michael Field immersed themselves in 
Catholic mysticism and turned to their fellow Decadent convert, Fr. John Gray, 
for spiritual guidance. Scholarship on Michael Field and religion largely focuses 
on exploring how they navigated same-sex desire post-conversion. This schol-
arship follows in the wake of Ellis Hanson’s Decadence and Catholicism (1997) 
which established a field-shaping paradigm whereby the Decadent tendency 
to ‘displace sexuality onto textuality rendered them susceptible to the lure of 
the Church’; religious faith became a means of exploring same-sex desire.3 
This queer paradigm has certainly been generative for the study of Decadence, 
but, as I have noted elsewhere, it is a framework that offers a potentially prob-
lematic, and limited, reading of Roman Catholicism in its Victorian contexts.4 
Roman Catholicism at the fin-de-siècle was multifarious, with its commit-
ments to social justice and education of vital importance. Indeed, John Henry 
Newman’s vision of a Catholic education was an influence on Oscar Wilde and 
Lionel Johnson, amongst others.

However, the peculiar imbrication of queer sexuality and Roman Catholicism 
remains the dominant paradigm through which critics read the Michael Field’s 
religious journey. Frederick Roden argues that their post-conversion poetry 
explored a ‘lesbian trinitarianism’, while Marion Thain, through compelling 
readings of ‘Blessed Hands’ and ‘Trinity’, demonstrates how their religious 
poetry was in a queer dialogue with the verse of Gray.5 At a formal level, Jill 
Ehnenn has examined the ways in which the devotional verses of Poems of 
Adoration (1912) and Mystic Trees (1913) are just as sophisticated and experimen-
tal as their earlier verse.6 LeeAnne Richardson argues in a similar fashion that 
their post-conversion poetry is ‘marked by the kind of dissident thought and 
decadent imagery found in their 1890s oeuvre’.7 In all of this scholarship the 
focal point is the conversion from (and the relationship between) the pagan or 
Bacchic work of the 1890s, and their post-conversion poetics. This can lead to 
some rather strange statements, such as Roden’s declaration that ‘the Christian 
element came late in their lives’, negating their nonconformist heritage and 
misreading their ‘pagan’ works which abound with Christian iconography and 
allusion.8 This article hopes to encourage scholars to further explore the theo-
logical strata and substrata of Michael Field’s work, from beginning to end.

Bradley and Cooper were, on the Bradley side, from radical nonconformist 
stock. Bradley’s grandfather, Charles senior, was part of a dissenting sect called 
the Zionites and intimate with its leader John ‘Zion’ Ward (1781–1837) who 
was later to proclaim himself the successor of Joanna Southcott, a prophetess 
who died in 1814 soon after declaring that at the age of 64 she was pregnant 
and shortly to be delivered of the new Messiah. Katharine’s father, Charles 
junior, turned away from the elder Charles’ Zionist practices, but after his death 
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232 MURRAY

in 1848 his widow Emma (Katharine’s mother) joined the United Christian 
congregation in Birmingham led by George Dawson who was influential in 
the development of the philosophy of Civic Gospel. A young Katharine sub-
mitted her first juvenile verse to Dawson for his approval.9 It was Dawson 
then whose sermons Katharine and her sister Emma (Edith Cooper’s mother) 
would have heard, a gospel of relentless emphasis on civic duty. As Dawson 
reminded the congregation, they had an obligation to be ‘doing good on the 
scale of God, that is, as far as the measure of our ability. In doing good, men will 
find infinite methods; from the giving of a cup of cold water, even unto teach-
ing the nations righteousness, and the governors to rule in justice.’10 Dawson’s 
Civic Gospel was an important, if unacknowledged influence on the formation 
of Michael Field’s understanding of social justice. Arguably much of their early 
verse drama should be read in light of these particular questions around the 
relationship between faith and justice. As Andrew Eastham argues, their debut 
drama as Michael Field, Callirrhoë (1884) ‘stages the trauma of a pre-modern 
political system that is unable to ground law in Christianity’, while William 
Rufus (1885) is in many ways a play concerned with the purity and simplicity 
of faith as opposed to the material and political expression of it in the Church 
and its hierarchy.11 Just as important is Bradley’s work prior to the creation 
of ‘Michael Field’. Her debut volume The New Minnesinger (1875), published 
under the name Arran Leigh, features 60 devotional poems that bear the traces 
of her dissenting upbringing. As Matthew Mitton argues in the only substan-
tial work on the volume: ‘Religion and religious skepticism offer Bradley an 
opportunity to stretch herself not only theologically but also aesthetically in 
ways that few of her female contemporaries could manage.’12 Katharine pre-
sented the volume to her evangelical cousin Charles Bradley Holinsworth, 
who was to become the collector and editor of 17 volumes of Zion Ward’s 
writings.13

There were, of course, a wide variety of nonconforming religious prac-
tices in Victorian England. Many of these were part of the pan-denomina-
tional evangelical movement, which, as David Bebbington has highlighted, 
included a strong focus on activism, both to spread the gospel and to drive 
social reform.14 I am conscious that an investment in social and civic justice was 
not the sole preserve of nonconformism in this period—Roman Catholics, 
Anglo-Catholics, and evangelicals in the Church of England were also engaged 
in significant social reform—yet, as Hugh McLeod notes, it was nonconform-
ists who were responsible for the fusion of themes that were so dominant in 
Victorian England: ‘the evangelistic imperative, the moral crusading style, the 
social gospel’, the fusion of the Christian mission with a national mission, and 
a ‘Christian feminism, which believed that women had a unique role to play in 
the christianisation of society’.15 These nonconformist imperatives shaped both 
Bradley and Cooper in manifold ways, and reconstructing their involvement 
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 BLUNDERING BRUTUSES 233

with nonconformist social movements will help to understand the imbrication 
of theology and social justice that underpin the aesthetics of Michael Field.

As was common for women of a nonconforming background, Bradley and 
Cooper took a keen interest in many of the most prominent social issues of 
their day and were part of a community of reforming religious women in 
Bristol where they settled in 1879. They were both involved in the National 
Anti-Vivisection Society and both donated money to the Anti-Slavery 
Society.16 Most likely through her friendship with Mary Priestman, a mem-
ber of the National Society for Women’s Suffrage, Katharine Bradley joined 
the Ladies National Association for the Repeal of the Contagious Diseases 
Acts (LNA). Passed between 1864 and 1869, this series of Acts—introduced in 
response to fears over the health of the armed forces—subjected women sus-
pected of being prostitutes to medical examination to ascertain whether they 
were infected with venereal diseases. The LNA was established by Josephine 
Butler and Elizabeth Wolstenholme in 1869 and was supported by hundreds 
of women around Britain who were appalled at the invasive nature of the laws 
and the rank hypocrisy and double standards that underpinned them, whereby 
men who were as, if not more, responsible for the transmission of venereal dis-
ease were never the subject of the Acts. Backing for the LNA’s campaign was 
widespread, and cut across Liberal and Conservative party lines, from grassroots 
supporters to some of the most important thinkers of the day, including Harriet 
Martineau, John Stuart Mill, Florence Nightingale, and Cardinal Newman.17 
Butler was an uncompromising figure who, while working consistently for the 
repeal of the Acts, never lost sight of the spiritual imperative that underpinned 
the crusade. As she put it in 1874:

We shall continue to aim at the re-establishment of justice, of equal 
laws, and of morality in our midst, though, in so doing, we should 
have altogether to destroy parliamentary government in its present 
corrupted form. The form of government, in the present or in the 
future, is as nothing compared with the eternal principles, fidelity to 
which alone can give continuance or life to any government. God 
will take care for the future while we maintain allegiance to His 
laws.18

While the work of women like Butler led to legislative reform, it had higher 
aims. The profane laws of man were of little consequence in contrast to the 
laws of God. It is essential to remember the fundamentally religious nature 
of the LNA and other purity campaigns in which Bradley and Cooper were 
involved, even though such causes were socially progressive.

In September 1883 Bradley attended the International Congress of the 
British, Continental and General Federation for the Abolition of Prostitution 
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234 MURRAY

at The Hague, where she reported on the passing of the motion in the House 
of Commons on 20 April 1883: ‘That this House disapproves of the com-
pulsory examination of women under the Contagious Diseases Acts.’19 That 
motion suspended the operation of the Acts, but they were not yet repealed 
in law. The International Congress saw a number of heated debates, one 
being the use of terminology: whether they should be using the language 
of justice, morality, or public morality.20 Bradley did not record her position 
on the issue, but it preoccupied her over the coming years. The members 
of the LNA were cheered by the suspension of inspection of women, but 
would not be content until the Acts were fully repealed. Preserved in the 
back of one of the notebooks in which the drafts of Callirhoë were written 
is Bradley’s address to a meeting of the LNA (undated but most likely late 
1883/early 1884). In it she insists that nothing less than the ‘abolition of 
state-regulated vice’ will do, and that must depend on ‘the courage, the per-
sistency, the faith, & prayerfulness of the women of England’ to have these 
laws removed from the statute book.21 Bradley’s speech begins by invoking 
the Spanish mystic Miguel de Molinos’ Spiritual Guide (1675) in which he 
discusses ‘the torment of light’ which does two things simultaneously: it 
‘discovers the greatness of God, &, at the same time lets the soul know of its 
misery’. Bradley declares that ‘the past fifteen years’, in which the crusade 
against the Contagious Diseases Acts has taken place, have been ‘“a torment 
of light” thrown over our social life’.22

Bradley lamented that some opponents of repeal were women who saw 
the laws as protecting their sons from illness. She reminded her audience that 
one of the first prayers offered for newly baptised children, as laid down in the 
Book of Common Prayer, ‘for sons as well as daughters’ was to grant that ‘“all 
carnal affections may die in them and that all things belonging to the spirit may 
live & grow in them”’. The prayer was not, she insisted, to spare their sons from 
the consequences of carnal affections.23 Addressing the attempts by the defend-
ers of the Acts to instil fear and panic by warning of the inevitable increase in 
disease should they be repealed, Bradley argued that the introduction of the 
Acts had increased the levels of disease among the population. It was their 
role, their responsibility, as repealers, to vociferously challenge the falsehoods 
of the Acts’ defenders. She argued they had ‘cause to say in the words of Burke 
“the miserable inventions of the wretched defenders of a wretched cause will 
perish,—& inventions wh. they have fly-blown into every weak & rotten part 
of the country, in vain hopes, that, when their maggots have taken wing, their 
importunate buzzing might sound something like the public voice”’.24 In quot-
ing from Burke’s speech ‘On American Taxation’ (1774), Bradley is seemingly 
aligning herself with the pragmatism of Burkean conservatism; it is necessary 
to challenge ill-informed or fraudulent rumour lest it become the maggot that 
infests the body politic and leads to its corruption. The buzzing of lies would 
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 BLUNDERING BRUTUSES 235

be challenged by another sound: ‘clear & resonant above the hum of the multi-
tude, we catch the chorus of women’s voices—& the holy anthem of their sup-
plicating lips is this: ye shall let the oppressed go free. From henceforth when 
we speak of the voice of the people let us remember “male & female he created 
them”.’25 In those early months of 1884 it seemed that women may be given 
limited suffrage in the Third Reform Act, and Bradley insisted that this was a 
‘wonderful tidal confluence in political affairs’ when it seemed insufferable 
that ‘the state dare to ask the co-operation of its fresh citizens in its shameful 
and degrading task’ of accepting prostitution. Yet, Bradley argued, they should 
be on their guard against complacency and self-satisfaction once the Acts had 
been repealed. She endorsed the position of Josephine Butler: their cause was 
universal, and their campaign must be life-long. Once the Contagious Diseases 
Acts had been repealed they would have to move on to the condition of work-
houses, life in reformatories, and the ‘endless and interminable care-taking of 
the weak & the oppressed’.26

Lest her audience believe that theirs was merely a campaign to eradicate 
vice, Bradley was clear that their mission was comprehensive moral reform: 
‘if women are true to their womanhood, they will, I believe, have power to 
turn the state to the fulfilment of its function: “the maintenance of order 
& virtue” rather than the regulation of vice’.27 The quotation here is taken 
from a sermon by Frederick Jonathan Richards on The Fallibility of Human 
Compared with the Infallibility of Divine Justice (1858) in which he outlines 
‘how inferior our human institution are to those of our Divine Legislator’, 
and reminds his readers that the ruling of human laws in courts should only 
ever be read as an anticipation of ‘that Great Assize, when Christ and His 
Saints shall judge the world in righteousness’.28 As the quotation of Richards 
intimates, the law of men was only ever for Bradley a pale imitation of the 
law of God, and their work as members of the LNA was not merely secular 
campaigning against faulty legislation, but of far greater spiritual import. 
And, just as importantly, they had a Christian obligation to maintain the 
order and virtue of human law rather than to abandon it. Bradley’s closing 
words were uncompromising:

These Acts are unconstitutional. There are cases, says Burke, in which 
nothing but the interposition of the body of the people itself can 
hold the constitution true to its principles. We the people are inter-
posing. We mean to keep the constitution true to its principles: & 
we are cheered by the hope that our rulers in giving us repeal will 
not be making concessions to us—that, convinced of the righteous-
ness of our indignation at these Acts—they will but be carrying into 
effect their own moral disapproval—when they wipe them from the 
statute-book.29
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236 MURRAY

Bradley here is paraphrasing Burke’s pamphlet Thoughts on the Cause of the 
Present Discontents (1770) to encourage her audience to continue in their fight 
to challenge Acts which are unconstitutional precisely because women are 
their subjects but have had no influence over their legislation.30 There is an 
intimation here, and certainly in the Burke quote that she draws on, that there 
is an obligation to preserve the essence of the constitution even if it meant 
some form of direct action. The voice of the people was sovereign and, when 
it was inspired by the desire to do God’s work, noble. Yet it was to be less than 
two years later that she and Cooper were to see the problematic limits of the 
voice of the people being roused to attack vice. The law, they came to realise, 
had to be obeyed if the social bond that it underpinned was to be preserved.

III.  W.T. STEAD, BLUNDERING BRUTUS

Brutus Ultor was written between April 1885 and February 1886. It was com-
mon for one of the women to take the lead in the composition of a drama, 
the other offering advice or writing particular scenes. Early in this period 
Cooper undertook the bulk of the writing, while Bradley turned her attention 
to Canute The Great; Bradley would go on to write the parts of Lucretia, with 
the rest of the play the work of her niece. In April 1885 Cooper sent Bradley 
a synopsis for the play that differs significantly from the final version. The 
schema for each act make it clear that the drama was designed as a reflection 
on the moral law, with Act I exploring ‘The Beauty of the Moral Law’; Act II 
‘The Retribution of the Moral Law’; Act III ‘The Conquest of the Moral Law’; 
Act IV ‘The Comfort of the Moral Law’; and Act V covering ‘Rome—the City 
of Law proclaimed victorious by Heaven’.31 As the language here suggests, the 
play was designed as a means of working through the abstractions of Kant’s 
moral philosophy which they had both been reading intently in early 1885. 
Yet Rome’s status as the City of Law is only such in the victorious light of 
God’s judgement. There is an intimation here of Revelation 3:12—‘Him that 
overcometh will I make a pillar in the temple of my God, and he shall go no 
more out: and I will write upon him the name of my God, and the name of the 
city of my God, which is new Jerusalem, which cometh down out of heaven 
from my God’—which suggests that the play’s interest in the moral law is not 
limited by Kantian abstraction, but should be read in the light of judgement.

While they were interested in philosophical and theological questions, Brutus 
Ultor was also written with an eye to contemporary social politics. In a letter to 
Cooper in June 1885, Bradley explains the need to ‘give our Country-women a 
Lucretia that shall reveal to them the inmost pricelessness of their own natures’. This 
was not to be an attempt to present ‘the stainless wife’ but rather ‘the defileless-
ness of Very womanhood’; not the purity of chastity—‘the cold Vestal’—but 
the ‘revelation granted in its fulness only to deep spousal love’. Bradley was at pains 
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 BLUNDERING BRUTUSES 237

to separate out their cause from ‘our sisters fighting behind the barricades for 
their rights’. Their play was designed to ‘win men back to their natural, their 
instinctive worship of “das ewig Weibliche”, and the blundering Brutuses of 
this world be taught their reverence for the moral law where God would have 
them learn it,—traced trembling and indelible on the tablets of a woman’s heart’.32 
Goethe’s ‘eternal feminine’ was to be celebrated in spite of the modern day 
‘blundering Brutuses’ who were so committed to self-righteous puritanism 
that they paid no attention to the broader problem of the moral law. It was to 
be less than a month before the great blundering Brutus of the fin-de-siècle 
presented to the public his great attempt to avenge the abuse of young girls.

The published preface to Brutus Ultor makes clear the play should be read 
as a political tract that spoke to the crises of the contemporary. Addressed ‘To 
The People of England’, it was evident that this play was not aiming to merely 
appeal to the aesthetic elite, but was designed as a populist intervention. Yet the 
text that followed was a little more obscure than their address suggested, begin-
ning with a quote from Milton’s ‘The Readie and Easie way to Establish a Free 
Commonwealth’ (1660): ‘Where is this goodly tower of a Commonwealth, 
which the English boasted they would build to overshaddow kings, and be 
another Rome in the west?’ The quote is apposite, given the context of the 
play, about one of the founding myths of the Roman Republic, but it is hardly 
likely to convey the immediacy of Michael Field’s message. It was written by a 
Milton wholly out of touch with contemporary sentiment, a justification and 
legitimation of the Republican dispensation as it was falling apart. As Kevin 
Gilmartin argues, it is an attempt ‘to consolidate and firmly institute the [recent 
Commonwealth] past, and preserve it for all time’.33 As Milton’s tract aims to 
preserve one mode of sovereignty against another, so too do Michael Field; 
radical social change of the sort Brutus brings about results in a clash with the 
moral law of God, a moment of undecidability in which one must choose the 
existing social structures and the moral law that upholds it, or to overthrow 
the law with all the anarchy that may result.

Michael Field declared that the foundation of a state could only be grounded 
in ‘a nation jealous for the majesty of law, and as firm in resistance to anar-
chy as oppression’. They hoped that their play might ‘renew’ ‘such a reverence 
for Justice as may enable them to be relentless in the infliction, patient in 
the endurance of her penalties, and, above all, obedient to the restraints and 
impulse of that nameless awe of which Göthe wrote:—“Das Schaudern ist 
der Menschheit bestes theil”.’34 They translated this as ‘[a]we is the best part 
of humanity’, but as a tetchy review in The Spectator pointed out, schaudern is 
more accurately rendered as something like uncanny horror.35 Michael Field 
clearly had a rather more positive form of awe in mind, one that engenders 
respect for law and for God. At any rate the contemporary relevance of their 
endeavour is wholly unclear, both in the preface and in light of the action of 
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238 MURRAY

the play. Matters were not helped by the ‘Note’ at the end of the play that drew 
some attention to its sources and offered an apologia of sorts for exploring a 
story that Shakespeare had treated so nobly. ‘My sole justification,’ they write, 
‘is that, in the present day, while the baser aspects of life are unshudderingly 
exposed, the obscure nativity of goodness is unvisited, and the honour of the 
human spirit uncredited and unsung.’36Again, the invocation of the politics of 
the present remains obscure; we are left to ponder what exactly these ‘baser 
horrors’ may be, as well as the instances of their unshuddering exposé. Yet this 
was not wholly intentional obscurity; the original preface to the play made it 
abundantly clear where their target lay.

This preface, found in the Brutus Ultor notebooks, now kept in the Bodleian 
Library, Oxford, concludes in the same manner as the published version, yet the 
opening is radically different:

To the people of England
An Englishman who has suffered for you & for your children spoke 
on the day when he was justly condemned to imprisonment for 
violation of the law he honoured these words:
‘In a Democratic age we must most zealously uphold the majes-
ty of law & defend most energetically the judicial authority from 
the clamour of the marketplace.’ It is because I believe these words 
ought not simply to be remembered in connection with the lips 
that uttered them, but regarded rather as words of universal <pro-
phetic> import & admonition that I turn aside from my original 
purpose of dedicating my play to English scholars to confide it 
freely to the English people race.37

This preface is dated 16 November 1885, while the published version is dated 17 
February 1886. In early 1886 Bradley reported to her cousin Francis Brooks that 
they had received the proofs of Brutus Ultor, but ‘there is yet much to be done—
much undone, that ought to have been done, many qualms—& the 2 publishers 
in judgement on the preface!’.38 It seems that the publishers had decided that the 
original preface was too risqué, too likely to embroil them in an affair that was, in 
the early days of 1886, still very much alive. The quotation here is from W.T. Stead’s 
article of 9 November 1885, entitled ‘After the Verdict’, where he reflected mag-
nanimously on the guilty verdict that would see him sentenced to three months’ 
imprisonment.39 Michael Field agreed that the majesty of the law was paramount, 
and that Stead’s noble campaign to purify the body politic had no moral ground-
ing since it broke the law of the land. Moreover, as will become clear, Stead was 
guilty of behaving like Brutus; so keen was he to avenge the injustice that had 
befallen Lucretia, he failed to obey the moral law and, just as importantly for 
Michael Field of the mid 1880s, the laws of God.
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William Stead was a Congregationalist minister and his son, William 
Thomas, was raised in a strict nonconformist household. In August 1861 
at the age of 12, W.T. Stead had his first ‘conversion’ experience, inspired 
by the great evangelical revival that had swept through Britain and Ireland 
in the late 1850s. A few years later he read Thomas Carlyle’s Letters and 
Speeches of Oliver Cromwell (1845) which had a profound influence on 
his social politics, Cromwell becoming his model of working for the 
oppressed against the establishment. Stead’s nonconformist faith remained 
unwavering until he became ever more invested in spiritualism in the 
1890s. As a campaigning journalist in the 1880s he saw himself as on a mis-
sion that was both spiritual and political. The series of articles published 
by Stead in July 1885 under ‘The Maiden Tribute of Modern Babylon’ 
were prompted by anxieties that the third Criminal Law Amendment Bill, 
which would raise the age of consent from 13 to 16, might not be passed 
by parliament. Josephine Butler was influential in convincing Stead—who 
was reticent, knowing that child prostitution was taboo—to use The Pall 
Mall Gazette as a platform to place pressure on parliament. Once he had 
committed to the campaign, Stead immersed himself in the seedy world 
of London’s brothels, posing as a wealthy gentleman with a penchant for 
young girls. His series of graphic articles shocked London, with many 
accusing him of publishing pornography to generate newspaper sales. Yet 
the following month he was seemingly vindicated, with the Criminal Law 
Amendment Act finally passed on 14 August 1885. In September, Stead 
and five others were arrested for the abduction of Eliza Armstrong, the 
13-year-old girl whom Stead had ‘purchased’ from her mother as part of 
his undercover investigation. He was found guilty of indecent assault and 
abduction and sentenced to three months in prison, even though the judge 
conceded he had acted with noble intentions. Stead was attacked in the 
press, with many outlets concluding that he had manufactured evidence, 
lied, and indulged in vice (he was often drunk during the investigation) 
to achieve his reformist goals.40 The campaign raised a series of profound 
ethical questions for fellow nonconformists: did the (moral) ends justify 
the (un-Christian) means? Was it ever Christian to break the law to see its 
repeal? Could indulging in sin, to achieve a political end ever be justified? 
Should one work for the reform of the city of men, or in accordance with 
one’s commitment to the City of God? These were the questions that 
Michael Field saw themselves attempting to answer as they completed 
Brutus Ultor. These were also questions that faced many from dissenting 
backgrounds. The emergence of the crusading ‘nonconformist conscience’ 
in the second half of the 19th century invariably resulted in a complicated 
entanglement of religious morality and secular law. As David Bebbington 
explains, nonconformists’ ‘assumption that social problems enshrined 
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wrongs gave them a strong sense of the urgency of their task. What was 
wrong should not be tolerated a day longer than necessary. It followed that 
the aid of the law must be invoked, because only the law had the power 
to deal with problems sufficiently quickly.’41 As their civic mission became 
evermore central, some nonconformists worried that the expediency of 
legislative and social reform might have been compromising the Christian 
morality which had inspired it in the first place. The furore surrounding 
W.T. Stead was an object lesson in such a conundrum.

The first instalment of ‘The Maiden Tribute’ famously began with the story 
of Athens paying their maiden tribute of seven youths and seven girls once 
every nine years to King Minos of Crete, where they ‘were flung into the 
famous Labyrinth of Daedalus, there to wander about blindly until such time 
as they were devoured by the Minotaur, a frightful monster, half man, half bull, 
the foul product of an unnatural lust’. Stead then compared the anguish of the 
Athenians over their relatively paltry offering to the callous indifference of 
contemporary Londoners who were so blasé in the face of a sacrifice so great. 
‘This very night in London, and every night,’ Stead claimed, ‘not seven maid-
ens only, but many times seven … will be offered up as the Maiden Tribute 
of Modern Babylon.’ These poor young maids who ‘wander, like lost souls’ 
through ‘the maze of London brotheldom’ were an appalling indictment of a 
society that turned a blind eye to the violation of young girls, for ‘that crime 
of the most ruthless and abominable description is constantly and systemat-
ically practised in London without let or hindrance’.42 The first instalment 
concluded with a chilling, sensational account of a young girl screaming as she 
was about to be violated: ‘Many a similar cry will be raised this very night in 
the brothels of London, unheeded by man, but not unheard by the pitying ear 
of Heaven.’ Stead was, he makes clear, doing God’s work, standing up for those 
unable to defend themselves.

The article by Stead that prefaced the first report by the Secret Commission 
made the political stakes of his crusade crystal clear. Taking its title from the 
last line of Goethe’s ‘Symbolum’, Stead’s remarks offer the reader hope before 
they enter into the dark world of London as modern Babylon, for ‘these hor-
rors, like others against which the conscience of mankind has revolted, are not 
eternal’. While the Courts, the Church, the Press, the educational system were 
all complicit in the trafficking of under-age prostitutes due to their silent indif-
ference, there was one form of salvation: ‘If Chivalry is extinct and Christianity 
is effete, there is still another, great enthusiasm to which we may with confi-
dence appeal. The future belongs to the combined forces of Democracy and 
Socialism, which when united are irresistible.’43 For Stead there was to be no 
end to sexual exploitation without the dismantling of the social structure that 
facilitated it. His campaign to overthrow the existing social order that enabled 
sexual exploitation had uncanny echoes of Brutus’ overthrowal of the Roman 
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monarchy, ushering in the new Republic. Stead’s campaign was, of course, 
inspired by his nonconformist beliefs; the analogy of London as Babylon was 
designed to conjure up not so much the depravity of the city, but its destruc-
tion as narrated in Revelations 18. And, as Frances Knight contends if ‘Babylon 
symbolized all that was worst in the city, the evocation of Jerusalem was its 
antithesis as a synonym for the sublime, perfected City of God’, a discourse that 
would lead to the Christian-inspired idealism of the Garden City movement 
at the end of the century.44

As Judith Walkowitz has argued, Stead used a series of narrative innovations 
and rhetorical devices to fundamentally change what a newspaper article might 
do. His goal was to use the press as an agent of social reform by manipulating 
his multi-class and mixed-gender readership, many of whom had hitherto been 
neglected by editors and journalists: ‘Stead hoped to harness those structures 
of feeling to fashion a new political formation under his own editorial direc-
tion, to construct a “Government by Journalism”.’45 Stead’s crusade against 
under-age prostitution was the cause célèbre of the 1880s and saw a number of 
fin-de-siècle poets take up the plight of fallen women and underage girls, chal-
lenging earlier mid-Victorian depictions of female sexuality. Patricia Murphy 
has explored the ways in which Mathilde Blind echoes Stead’s language in 
‘The Leading of Sorrow’ (1889) to offer an ‘unstinting condemnation’ of ‘aris-
tocratic predation as well as to the contempt accorded fallen women, the injus-
tice experienced by the impoverished, and the hypocrisy of the upper classes’ 
that underpinned the sexual exploitation of young women in fin-de-siècle 
London.46 Stead’s work led, as a number of critics have noted, to the growing 
acceptance of a sexual discourse in the media. As Karin Koehler argues, Stead’s 
crusade left late-Victorian culture in something of a double-bind, for while ‘the 
subject matter’ of his articles was ‘unspeakable’, there was also an ‘imperative 
to defy aesthetic and social conventions and speak, since silence would allow 
the offensive practices that are being documented to persist and proliferate’.47 
For Koehler we can see the imperative to disseminate sexual knowledge in fin-
de-siècle works such as Sarah Grand’s The Heavenly Twins (1893) and Thomas 
Hardy’s Tess of the D’Urbervilles (1891). A number of writers of the 1880s and 
1890s attempted to respond directly to the repressive activities of the National 
Vigilance Association, with George Gissing’s The Unclassed (1884), or George 
Bernard Shaw’s play Mrs Warren’s Profession (1894) attempting to give voice to 
prostitutes who were routinely silenced and shamed in journalism and fiction 
of the period. Yet, as Emma Liggins argues: ‘Despite their radical intentions, 
however, the texts also reproduced some of the more conventional attitudes of 
philanthropists and purity feminists.’48 We should read Michael Field’s Brutus 
Ultor as one of the most profound philosophical responses to Stead’s quest, an 
exploration of the relationship between the law of man, the ideal of justice, and 
the word of God.
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IV. ‘BRUTUS IS PERFECTLY HUMAN’

That Brutus Ultor is a play concerned with the social politics of contemporary 
nonconformism has escaped scholars thus far for good reason. With the obscure 
mention of controversy in the published preface aside, it is a historical verse 
drama that, in retelling one of the most infamous events of Roman Antiquity, 
necessarily has little trace of Christianity. Yet in turning to the rape of Lucrece, 
Michael Field were opening up a dialogue with Stead’s nonconformist cru-
sade. While the story of the Athenian youths being sacrificed to the depraved 
appetite of the Minotaur is the most famous analogue in Stead’s essay, there are 
a number of others. One of the aspects of the contemporary exploitation of 
young women that most outraged Stead was the disregard shown by the ruling 
classes to the plight of these women: ‘For the hour of Democracy has struck, 
and there is no wrong which a man resents like this. If it has not been resented 
hitherto, it is not because it was not felt. The Roman Republic was founded by 
the rape of Lucrece, but Lucrece was a member of one of the governing fami-
lies.’49 Stead has taken the inviolable nature of Lucrece’s femininity to point out 
that society, both in Ancient Rome and at the fin-de-siècle, was all too often 
content to turn a blind eye to sexual violence unless it was inflicted on elite 
women. As important as the intersection of class and sexism may have been in 
Stead’s analysis, Bradley and Cooper were troubled that, in both the historical 
analogue and the contemporary moment, women were being silenced by the 
men acting in their name. Brutus Ultor was an attempt to give woman her voice 
back, but also to highlight the blundering ignorance of modern-day Brutuses.

Michael Field may have felt they were writing a profound response to a 
topical issue, but the press response to Brutus Ultor was largely negative, and not 
a single review grasped the contemporary resonance of the play. Yet some more 
perceptive readers could see beyond the merely historical frame. The poet and 
author of the successful historical verse drama Marcia (1882), Pakenham Beatty, 
declared in a letter to Bradley and Cooper that: ‘Brutus is perfectly human. 
Many of our own Puritans would have done just as he did. You might have 
found him among the stern faces of Hester Prynne’s judges.’50 As Beatty inti-
mates, the characterisation of Brutus is one of the strengths of the drama. His 
Puritanism is human in its outraged banality. Robert Browning agreed, declar-
ing Brutus ‘well-conceived’ as a ‘dullard’.51 The dullness of Brutus comes from 
his blind conviction of his moral authority, lacking the self-analysis that would 
make him a richer character. As a reflection of Stead, this one-dimensionality is 
wholly intentional. The play opens with Brutus, Sextus Tarquinius, and Aruns, 
brother of Sextus, visiting the oracle at Delphi who prophesises that the first 
who kisses their mother will be made King of Rome. The two brothers run 
off to fulfil the prophecy, but Brutus the ‘dullard’ stays behind and swears: ‘O 
Earth,/ Thy children shall be precious in my sight,/ Their sweat remembered, 
and their blood avenged.’52 Brutus’ role as a defender of the children of the 
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earth and later as the avenger of Lucretia’s violation marks him out as a man 
of great moral energy, a puritan in a world of licentiousness and misogyny. Yet 
Brutus is also a dullard, and one of the dilemmas of his character is whether 
there lies any great insight behind his appearance to his wife, children, and fel-
low Roman elites, as a tedious ‘simpleton’. Yet in an aside Brutus declares this: 
‘A mask I wear to save my forfeit life/ From royal sentence’ (1.ii. 47–8). When 
Publia declares her husband ‘affects a dullness’, Vindex concurs, ‘it takes a man 
of sense to play the fool. Whatever he does, there is a must behind’ (1.iv. 22–3). 
Brutus is a dull, blundering man who affects an air of simplicity to fulfil his 
crusade to bring justice to Rome.

Brutus is then a complicated character; his obstinate Puritanism makes him 
unlovable, yet his moral virtue in a world so corrupted conveys nobility. This is 
captured in the second scene of the play in which the bored soldiers talk about 
the qualities—mainly sexual—of their wives. Sextus is one of the bawdiest 
contributors to the discussion. Of his wife he declares: ‘She’s dark as night,/ 
And, like the night, is amorous; her breast/ Pillows my triumph; for my sake 
she breathes,/ Desires, adorns her beauty’ (1.ii. 91–4). When his brother Aruns 
sings his wife Lucilia’s praises, in particular her ‘rose of welcome’, Sextus’ aside 
underscores his misogyny: ‘She gives the rosy greeting/ To all who dare to visit 
her’ (1.ii. 102–3). Tellingly, Brutus’ enumeration of his wife Publia’s qualities 
is modest: ‘She makes a ruddy hearth,/ And runs to meet me when she hears 
my step’ (1.ii. 130–1). Domesticity and faithfulness—perhaps even worshipful 
obedience—are, for Brutus, the essence of femininity. When Sextus first meets 
Lucretia he is struck by not only her beauty, but by her honesty and purity. It 
makes it difficult for him to contemplate the violation he so desires, for ‘She 
has no craving to be satisfied,/ No lust to glut, no chafing appetite,/ No pry-
ing, vile ambition’ (1.v. 11–13). Sextus deludes himself that breathing the pure 
moral air of Lucretia and Collatinus’ house will put an end to his libidinous 
desires, cured by ‘all that keeps/ Her loveliness in trust from thriftless rape,/ 
And fraudulent spoliation’ (1.v. 24–6). Sextus’ vain attempts to quell his lust for 
both sex and power are short-lived. Just as he makes the promise to himself 
that he will not succumb to Lucretia’s charms, Aruns brings him news that a 
young female prophet has captured his father’s attention and, with the King’s 
judgement clouded, Rome is in peril. Sextus’ response makes it clear that he 
sees her femininity as a threat to the integrity of the state:

A virgin sways the future of our race,
Dominates Rome, erects her prophecies
Above our power, takes gold and reverence!
By heaven, my pride
Will suffer not these women to control
The fortunes of the state, or even crush
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The private bosom ‘neath their government.
I’ll not be fooled, lose treasure and delight
Through fear of their imperious chastity. (1.v. 55–63)

Sextus clearly sees chastity as imperilling the sovereign foundations of the state. 
The withholding of sex is power and can become a form of government, or 
worse an imperious tyranny. His rape of Lucretia is then a wholly symbolic act. 
On the evening when the prophetess presents Rome’s ‘written destiny/ From 
virgin hands’, Sextus will ‘inscribe my rule/ Deep in the honour of a Roman 
wife’. The threat to the state from empowered women is to be met by sexual 
violation as a means of reasserting control.

Sextus proposes to threaten Lucretia with placing a murdered slave in her 
bed before murdering her and claiming he had come upon them in flagrante. 
Faced with the violation of her reputation or her person, ‘twixt infamy and 
rape’, he wagers she will choose the latter. As he prepares to enter her cham-
ber he makes it clear that the monstrosity of his planned crime is a spur to 
his desire: ‘Let me transgress/ The bounds that circumscribe humanity,/ And 
grow indefinite and huge in crime!’ (2.iv. 39–42). The rape itself takes place 
offstage, or in the print world of Michael Field’s verse dramas in two lines of 
four asterisks. The textual lacuna is all the more powerful given Sextus’ chilling 
response to his violation of Lucretia. Looking back at the door to her chamber, 
he declares: ‘I need not lock it; there’s no treasure there,/ No chastity, no secret’ 
(2.iv. 49–50). The opening of Act III sees one of the most affecting scenes of 
the play as Lucretia attempts to write a note to Collatine explaining what 
Sextus has done to her, lamenting, ‘my body is a brothel-house’ (3.i. 16). The 
manuscript version of Lucretia’s soliloquy in Act III, Scene 1 is much more 
extensive and offers a much stronger sense of the intersection between her 
violation and the sanctity of the state, recalling discussions with her husband: 
‘We would talk/ Sometimes of what a man our laws would breed,/ Founder of 
laws; our fair nation’s citadel.’ This idealism has now collapsed given her rape by 
the King’s son: ‘Rome is dishonoured. My great infamy/ Is yet to be endured.’ 
Lucretia sees clearly that her violation must be avenged: ‘There must be raised 
a mighty muster-guard/ For freedom.’ She recalls her husband speaking of a 
woman he encountered on a military mission:

I’ve heard my sire say when—was sacked
A fair-free woman stood among the slain
And smiled—‘You may degrade me to the slave
You cannot lay your hands on liberty.’53

The inviolable liberty of femininity is key to Michael Field’s response to W.T. 
Stead and the social purity movement. The denial of female agency was key 
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to Stead’s framing of the problem of under-age prostitution. It was men who 
were to blame, and men, like himself, who had to provide the solution. But for 
Michael Field femininity was inviolable; no physical act imposed through vio-
lence could alter the pure spiritual state that woman occupied in the degraded 
world of men.

Even before he is made aware of Lucretia’s violation, Brutus sees the city 
of Rome as both corrupt and needing his protection. Looking back on the 
seven-hilled city, he declares ‘’Tis my blood/ Revolts; that palace flaunting to 
the sky—/ About its base the city strews her dead,/ It is unclean, it savours of 
offence’ (3.ii. 28–31). It is not hard to see in Brutus the moral crusading of Stead 
and a decadent imperial Rome as London. Rome is, after all, believed by many 
biblical scholars to be the model for Babylon, and as Lynda Nead has noted 
both cities were invoked, for both good and ill, as models for London in the 
19th century: ‘Babylon and Imperial Rome were indices of London’s greatness 
and also warnings of the dangers of hubris. These great trading centres and 
capitals of empires were brought down by luxury, sensuality and an excessive 
indulgence in and worship of the commodity.’54 The London–Babylon–Rome 
analogy underscores the extent to which Brutus Ultor is a play about urban 
space and power relations, and is arguably the creative work in which Michael 
Field reflect contemporary concerns about the fin-de-siècle city of empire.

After Lucretia’s death the play arguably loses much of its poetic force as 
the action, and speech, become overwhelmingly tied to Brutus. As an avenger 
Brutus is noble and democratic, but lacks the righteous anger that might drive 
the narrative forward. While the angry citizens attempt to crown him Lord 
of Rome he responds implacably: ‘There shall be no more tyrants’ (3.iv. 102). 
Although his refusal of authority may appear noble, there is seemingly a lack of 
responsibility in his action; having undermined the existing social order he has 
left the state in potential anarchy. The body of Lucretia now takes on a power-
ful symbolism. As Bickle notes, Lucretia ‘seems to occupy some animated state 
between life and death’.55 When the body is washed by the matrons of the city, 
the elder matron implores her younger attendants to enjoy their nuptial bliss: 
‘Cleave to your spouses, ye young, wedded girls;/ Grow wise to be their coun-
sellors; fulfil/ Still higher office ’neath their sovereignty’ (3.v. 188–90). Brutus 
ultimately believes that his actions are without consequence on the integrity of 
the law. Responding to his wife Publia, who abuses him for having sacrificed 
his sons, Brutus explains that:

the law
Is without hurt, it’s sacred body shows
No scar of violence, no red assault,
No desecrating stab of treachery,
And base exception. (5.ii. 21–5)
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Yet, as Michael Field suggest, the law is not an abstract concept. It is damaged 
by the violence of those who break it wantonly in name of its protection. 
Blundering his way into defending the moral law by committing a crime, 
Brutus has failed to consider the moral absolute on which the preservation of 
order must depend. Likewise, Stead had failed to grasp that his sin had under-
mined the law of man and, in doing so, insulted the law of God. In developing 
Brutus as an analogue for Stead, Michael Field sought to explore some of 
their own uneasiness about social reform as the practical manifestation of their 
Christian faith.

V. THE CITY OF GOD AND THE CITY OF MAN

The epigraph to Brutus Ultor from Virgil’s Aeneid gives us one source for the 
play’s grounding in the Tarquin myth. It translates as: ‘Won’t you observe these 
Tarquin kings, and that proud spirit bringing vengeance, restoring our fasces, 
our emblems of government, Brutus?’56 The epigraph then ushers in a play that 
is seemingly concerned with politics, power and revenge. The other source 
texts include Livy, Plutarch, Arnold’s history of Rome and Macaulay’s Lays of 
Ancient Rome (1842). Most prominent in the list of sources is Shakespeare’s The 
Rape of Lucrece (1594). They also consulted Mommsen, Niebuhr, and Lidell, 
while Charles Algernon Swinburne noted its similarity to Thomas Heywood’s 
The Rape of Lucrece a True Roman Tragedie (1641).57 As they were writing the play 
Michael Field still felt they were a little too dry and historiographic in their 
reading, and Bradley asked Robert Browning to recommend to them a work 
on Roman mythology so they could become ‘properly Roman in religion’. 
What they sought to avoid was ‘George Eliot’s accumulative manner’; rather 
they ‘must have soil & climate all right’, to capture as best they could the his-
torical experiences and emotions of the characters; as Bradley confessed, ‘I am 
afraid of filling my Romans’ heads too full.’58 Bradley’s desire to avoid anachro-
nism could not obscure, however, the deep roots of the play in Christian ideals.

Missing from the list of source material Bradley and Cooper cite in the 
note at the end of the drama is St Augustine of Hippo’s Civitas Dei. Its absence 
is no surprise; given their declaration that they had been attempting to 
inhabit a Roman world view of the sixth century BC when writing Brutus 
Ultor, it would have been somewhat contradictory if they had admitted to 
drawing on the great Christian denunciation of Roman pagan religions. St 
Augustine’s account of the rape of Lucretia has been influential in the various 
versions of the story that pepper European literature, including Shakespeare’s. 
Catherine Belsey has argued that Shakespeare’s poem does not so much fol-
low St Augustine’s narrative as present an Augustinian view of the psyche: ‘For 
Augustine the primal sin was disobedience, and its punishment since the Fall 
is the continuing disobedience of the human will. This is supremely evident in 
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the instance of sexual desire, so the story goes, which is not only anarchic in 
itself but is intensified by prohibition.’59 Augustine uses the rape of Lucretia and 
Brutus’ expulsion of Sextus Tarquinius as instances of Roman pride and hubris, 
in contrast to the stoic selflessness of Augustine’s contemporary Christians. For 
Augustine there can be no doubt of Lucretia’s purity and chastity, for the adul-
tery had been committed by Sextus alone. Yet it is for that reason that Lucretia 
was so mistaken in taking her own life: ‘since she killed herself for being sub-
jected to an outrage in which she had no guilty part, it is obvious that this act 
of hers was prompted not by the love of purity, but by the overwhelming bur-
den of her shame’.60 Like Michael Field Augustine declared Lucretia inviolable 
(until she took her own life). He compares her with Christian women who 
do not commit the sin of suicide, which for Augustine was never justifiable. 
Augustine gives far more attention than other accounts of the myth, partic-
ularly Shakespeare’s, as to the question of whether Brutus is to be praised or 
condemned for his actions. On the one hand he has made the ultimate sacri-
fice—sending his own sons to their deaths—yet his decision to expel Lucretia’s 
husband Lucius Tarquinius Collatinus from Rome is condemned by Augustine 
as ‘injustice, alike detestable and profitless to the republic’.61 While the exam-
ples of Lucretia and Brutus’ actions might offer instruction to his readers about 
the moral and spiritual failings of pagan Rome, there was one aspect of the 
episode that would offer his readers a positive example.

Augustine remains uncertain of the motivation that underpins Brutus’ sacri-
fice. As Scott and Warner explain: ‘Insofar as Brutus’ act was motivated by love 
of country and freedom, Augustine considers it tragic: a noble if regrettable 
action required by the city of man. However, insofar as Brutus acted for praise 
and glory, Augustine condemns him.’62 The motivation of Brutus is an import-
ant aspect of Brutus Ultor; he is not as selfless as he may at first appear. Yet above 
and beyond his motivation lie, for Michael Field the question not of earthly 
aspiration but of religious faith. Augustine reminds his readers of the terrible 
sacrifice of Brutus, and notes how easy it is for Christians to maintain their 
devotion to the City of God:

What great thing, therefore, is it for that eternal and celestial city to 
despise all the charms of this world, however pleasant, if for the sake 
of this terrestrial city Brutus could even put to death his son,—a sac-
rifice which the heavenly city compels no one to make?63

It was this passage that Cooper inscribed into the volume of Brutus Ultor they 
presented to their dear friend Alice Trusted, a deeply committed Christian 
who would later go on to convert to Catholicism and become a lay mem-
ber the Carmelite Order in Lanherne, Cornwall.64 In drawing Trusted’s atten-
tion to Augustine, Cooper and Bradley are highlighting that the sacrifice of 
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Brutus—as great as it may be—has been for the City of Man, for the profane 
world of politics and power. God demands no such sacrifice from his followers. 
To lead lives of faith and obedience in this world is enough to help bring about 
the City of God. The inference here is that the ‘blundering Brutuses’, those 
nonconformists of the fin-de-siècle such as Stead, have mistaken the essence 
of Christian obligation. Stead’s ‘sacrifice’—finding himself in prison for his 
political crusade—pales into insignificance alongside Brutus’ act, but neither of 
them have been undertaken with a higher, spiritual purpose in mind.

VI. CONCLUSION: BEFORE CONVERSION

The spiritual life of Michael Field is a subject of endless fascination. In most 
critical accounts, the focus is on their transition from the Bacchic poets, who 
wrote with such vividness about the pagan lusts of Ancient Rome and Greece in 
works such as Long Ago (1889) and the Roman Trilogy (World at Auction (1898), 
The Race of Leaves (1901), and Julia Domna (1903)), to the idiosyncratic Roman 
Catholics who, after their conversion in 1907, penned exceptional devotional 
poetry that developed an erotic Trinitarianism. Yet in privileging the narrative 
of Catholic conversion there is a danger that we neglect their nonconformist 
upbringing and the deep imprint it left on them. Michael Field’s religious 
belief was fundamentally syncretic: their nonconformist faith structured their 
investment in Ancient Greek and Roman pantheism, and both shaped their 
idiosyncratic Catholicism. And they are not alone. A number of the writers we 
associate with British Decadence and Aestheticism had similar nonconformist 
and evangelical roots, including Arthur Symons, John Gray, and Havelock Ellis. 
Like Michael Field, their work is touched by their encounters with a particular 
theology of sin, justice, and faith. There is a need for scholars of Decadence 
and Aestheticism to develop a more sensitive and nuanced approach to read-
ing the traces of both nonconformist theology and the politics of Victorian 
Christianity in these writers, ensuring we ground their reflections on sexuality, 
politics, and morality in their very precise historical and biographical contexts.
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